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Abstract
High-energy-density lithium (Li)–air cells have been considered a promising energy-storage system, but the liquid electrolyte-related safety and
side-reaction problems seriously hinder their development. To address these above issues, solid-state Li–air batteries have been widely developed.
However,many commonly-used solid electrolytes generally face huge interface impedance inLi–air cells and also showpoor stability towards ambient
air/Li electrodes. Herein, we fabricate a differentiating surface-regulated ceramic-based composite electrolyte (DSCCE) by constructing disparately
LiI-containing polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) coating and Poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) layer on both sides of
Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 (LAGP). The cathode-friendly LiI/PMMA layer displays excellent stability towards O2

� and also greatly reduces the decom-
position voltage of discharge products in Li–air system. Additionally, the anode-friendly PVDF-HFP coating shows low-resistance properties towards
anodes.Moreover, Li dendrite/passivation derived from liquid electrolyte-induced side reactions and air/I-attacking can be obviously suppressed by the
uniform and compact composite framework. As a result, the DSCCE-based Li–air batteries possess high capacity/low voltage polarization
(11,836 mA h g�1/1.45 Vunder 500 mA g�1), good rate performance (capacity ratio under 1000 mA g�1/250 mA g�1 is 68.2%) and long-term stable
cell operation (~300 cycles at 750 mA g�1 with 750 mAh g�1) in ambient air.
© 2024 Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co.,
Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of battery technology, the en-
ergy density of the current lithium (Li) ion cells is approaching
their theoretical limit, but it is still difficult for them to meet
the ballooning need of large-capacity power in portable elec-
tronics and electric transport equipment [1–8]. To address the
above dilemma, developing the next-generation advanced
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batteries is extremely essential [9–16]. Among a series of new-
type battery candidates, the Li–air system with ultra-high
theoretical energy may win out in the future [17–19]. Never-
theless, many critical technical issues, including volatilization,
leakage, decomposition of electrolytes, dendritic/passivated Li
and the corresponding safety problems, need to be solved
before practical applications of the Li–air cells outside the lab
[20–24]. Most of these serious challenges are mainly related to
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the widely used organic liquid electrolyte in the Li–air system
[25–27]. Seeking new-type electrolytes to replace the liquid
electrolyte is essential for the development of the Li–air
batteries.

In response, developing solid-state electrolytes (SSE) has
been considered as the optimal strategy to circumvent the above
disadvantages [28–32]. Although the polymer-based SSEs have
been widely investigated in Li-ion batteries, their low ionic
conductivity at room temperature seriously retards their appli-
cation in the Li–air cells [33–37]. Recently, inorganic solid
electrolytes, such as sulfide, halide, or oxide-based SSEs, have
attracted a great deal of attention due to their relatively high ionic
conductivity [38–43]. Among them, the ceramic oxide-based
SSEs, especially for Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 (LAGP), exhibited
great potential value in the Li–air batteries because of their high
stability towards air, good ionic conductivity and wide voltage
window [44–46]. Unfortunately, the high interface impedances
between the ceramic electrolyte and electrodes seriously sup-
press the battery performance [47,48]. Moreover, it should be
noted that the requirements of cathode and anode in Li metal
batteries for the SSE interfaces are usually very different. For
example, the SSEs possessing a highly stable surface towards
reduction reaction are beneficial to Li anodes, while the SSEs
with the superior oxidation-resistance surface are generally good
for cathodes [49].More importantly, for the open-structureLi–air
system, the air cathodes not only face the high-voltage oxidation,
but also are attacked by H2O/O2 in ambient air and O-based in-
termediates, whichmakes its requirements for the SSE interfaces
more obviously different from these of Li anodes. In general, it is
almost impossible for the single SSE to simultaneously meet the
interface requirements of both electrodes in the Li–air batteries
[47]. Very recently, the differentiated surface modification
method has been developed and applied in solid-state Li metal
batteries, which greatly improves the corresponding battery
performances [47,49]. The above strategy may effectively
address the critical problems of the current SSE-based Li–air
cells. Hence, rationally designing the disparately modified
layers on the ceramic electrolyte is of great significance for high-
performance SSE-based Li–air batteries.

Herein, the differentiating surface-regulated ceramic-based
composite electrolyte (DSCCE) is developed and further
applied in Li–air batteries. Especially, the LiI-containing
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) polymer and Poly (vinyli-
dene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) gel are
coated on the LAGP pellet as the cathode-friendly and anode-
friendly interfacial layers, respectively. The LiI-containing
PMMA coating layer at the air cathode side can not only
shows superior resistance towards superoxide intermediate but
also effectively promotes the decomposition of discharge
products at low overpotentials. Additionally, the PVDF-HFP
modified layer can greatly reduce the interface impedances of
the LAGP and further provide the tight contact surface with Li
anode. Moreover, the compact LAGP ceramic electrolyte
possesses the single Li-ion conductor behavior and also
greatly suppress the air/O2

� and redox mediator (RM) shut-
tling. As a result, the DSCCE-based Li–air batteries displayed
excellent electrochemical properties when operated in ambient
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air, including the high discharge capacity, very low charge
overpotential, and long cycle life with good safety.

2. Experimental section
2.1. DSCCE preparation
Firstly, the LAGP films were prepared according to our
previous work [50]. Specifically, the polyvinyl butyral (PVA)
was dissolved into the water to form 1 wt% PVA solution.
Subsequently, the LAGP powders were uniformly mixed with
PVA through the grinding method. After that, the obtained
LAGP/PVA powders were pressed to form the pallets with the
diameter of 12 mm (PVA can be used as binder to uniformly
mix with solid electrolyte powder to make sure the LAGP
powder easily being pressed into pellets at certain pressure
condition) and further sintered at 950 �C for 6 h. Because of
the fact that the content of PVA additives is very limited (less
than 0.1 wt% of the LAGP/PVA powders), the emission of
CO2 gas derived from PVA decomposition is very low and thus
the corresponding pores caused by CO2 emission are also
limited. Subsequently, two disparate-polymer coatings were
fabricated through ultra violet (UV)-curable strategy on the
both sides of LAGP film (wavelength of UV irradiation is
365 nm): on the air cathode side, the PMMA-based polymer
layer was coated on LAGP through simply dropping precursor
(which is made up of 1.0 mol L�1 bis (trifluoromethane)
sulfonamide lithium salt (LiTFSI) in tetraglyme (TEGDME)
containing 0.05 mol L�1 LiI (A), PMMA/Nmethyl-2-pyrroli-
dinone (NMP) (m/m: 1/4, B) with 2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-
phenyl-1-propanone (HMPP)/Trimethylolpropaneethoxylate-
triacrylate (TMPET) (m/m: 0.01/3, C) by the mass ratio of
4:5:3) on its surface and further treated with the UV irradiating
for about 30 s. For the anode side, the anode-friendly PVDF-
HFP based polymer layer was constructed onto LAGP by the
similar method (just using solution A without LiI and replac-
ing PVDF-HFP with PMMA in solution B). Finally, the dif-
ferentiatingly surface-regulated ceramic-based composite
electrolyte (DSCCE) is synthesized and further store in the Ar-
filled glovebox. The areal mass of the DSCCE electrolyte is
~150 mg cm�2. In addition, the PVDF-HFP-based symmetri-
cal polymer coating ceramic-based composite electrolyte
(SPCCE) is also prepared by coating PVDF-HFP-based layers
on the both sides of LAGP through the similar method.
2.2. Assembly of the DSCCE/SPCCE or LE based
symmetrical or Li–air batteries and their
electrochemical measurements
Firstly, the Li/SPCCE or commercial separator dipped with
1.0 mol L�1 LiTFSI in TEGDME/Li were orderly sealed into
coin cells to fabricate the symmetric batteries in the glovebox
filled with pure Ar. On the other hand, the Li–air full cells
were assembled through using CNTs-based electrode (the
preparation process is shown in supporting information) as
catalytic cathodes, Li film as anodes and 1.0 mol L�1 LiTFSI/
TEGDME dipped Celegard or DSCCE as electrolyte in the
ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green
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home-made Swagelok batteries. The amount of the liquid
electrolyte (LE) added into a Li-air battery for comparison is
~100 mL. All the above batteries were further operated with
the LAND testing system (Wuhan Land Electronic Co. Ltd).
Moreover, other electrochemical tests, materials/electrode
preparation and characterizations have also been summarized
in supporting information.

3. Results and discussion

The differentiating surface-regulated ceramic-based com-
posite electrolyte (DSCCE) is prepared through the solid-state
sintered strategy followed by an in situ photopolymerization
method. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the as-prepared LAGP
powders were firstly mixed with polyvinyl butyral (PVA) and
pressed into the pellets under 30 MPa, which were subse-
quently sintered at a high temperature to obtain the
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic image of the preparation process for DSCCE; The surface SE

coating and (c) PMMA-based coating; (d) Surface SEM image of LAGP film; (e) C

different zones: (f) PVDF-HFP-based coating side and (g) PMMA-based coating s
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LAGP ceramic. The LiI-containing polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) and Poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoro
propylene) (PVDF-HFP) based gel polymer electrolyte were
uniformly coated on LAGP film through ultraviolet solidifi-
cation technology, respectively (Please see the experimental
section for detail). The in-situ formed PVDF-HFP-based gel
coating between LAGP and metallic Li can greatly suppress
the potential side reaction and also reduce the interfacial
resistance with Li electrodes, while the LiI-containing
PMMA-based polymer layer is beneficial to O2-related reac-
tion around the air cathode. The detailed surface and cross-
section morphology of DSCCE is studied through scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) technology. There are two
different surface coatings on DSCCE: the PMMA-based sur-
face shows a buff color (due to the existence of I3

�), while the
PVDF-HFP-based coating displays a white surface color
(Insert images of Fig. 1b and c). Although both coating layers
M images and corresponding insert photographs of the (b) PVDF-HFP-based

ross-sectional SEM image of DSCCE and its detailed cross-sectional images at

ide.

ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green
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on the LAGP film present a compact surface structure, the
PMMA-based coating is mainly made up of uniform nanorods,
which are different from the even particles in the PVDF-HFP-
based layer (Fig. 1b and c). Compared with the PMMA or
PVDF-HFP-based layer, the surface of LAGP seems to be
more compact and denser (Fig. 1d), which should be beneficial
to inhibit the shuttle of air. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
pattern shown in Fig. S1 indicates that the sintering process
does not affect the phase composite of the pure LAGP.
Additionally, the pristine LAGP film shows a relatively
smooth surface and its cross-sectional surface is also compact
(Fig. S2). Compared with the polished LAGP film, the cross-
sectional SEM images of DSCCE present show the obvious
sandwich structure in which two uniform interfacial layers are
anchored on each side of LAGP ceramic: the thickness of the
PMMA-based coating is ~150 mm and the thickness of the
PVDF-HFP-based coating is ~50 mm, respectively (Fig. 1e–g).

It is well known that LiI has been widely used as the redox
mediator (RM) inLi–air batteries since the I�/I3

� conversion can
effectively promote the decomposition of discharge products in
Li-air cells [51,52]. Nevertheless, the serious shuttle effect of
soluble I-based species greatly discounts its RM role in liquid
electrolyte (LE)-basedLi–air cells. To clarify the inhibiting effect
of the hybrid electrolyte on shuttle effect of soluble I-based
species, the permeation tests for the DSCCE and Celegard
membranes were carried out by using I3

� as the color indicator
(Fig. 2a and b).As shown in Fig. 2a, the color indicator I3

� can go
through the commercial separator after only 1 h and rapidly
spread over thewhole solution at the right sidewithin 24 h, while
the compact and uniform DSCCE layer can greatly suppress the
I3
� shuttle during 72 h (Fig. 2b). The UV–vis spectra results
shown in Fig. S3 also confirm that DSCCE can effectively inhibit
the soluble I-based specie shuttle. The resistibility towards O2

�

species of the polymer skeletons at both sides of DSCCE was
further studied through Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectra. It can be observed from Fig. 2c that when treated with
KO2 (KO2 can release O2

� species in 18-crown-6 containing
TEGDME solution which have been considered as the main re-
action intermediates for the Li–O2 cells), there are not new peaks
formed or original bands disappeared in the FT-IR spectra of
PMMA, indicating that the O2

� species almost have no influence
on the polymer matrix of the PMMA-based coating layer.
However, the FT-IR spectra shown in Fig. S4 suggest that PVDF-
HFP is not very stable towards KO2. These results confirm that
the PMMA should be the optimized cathode-friendly polymer
framework for Li–air batteries. On the other hand, to clarify the
anode-friendly property of the PVDF-HFP coating, the PVDF-
HFP-based symmetrical polymer coating ceramic-based com-
posite electrolyte (SPCCE) is designed and further assembled in
Li-based half cells possessing holes to allow ambient air to flow
in (please see Fig. S5 for detail). For comparison, the LE is
applied in the same batteries and tested under the same condi-
tions. It can be found fromFig. S5a that the ambient air can easily
go through the LE-dipped separator and react with the Li anodes
and electrolytes of the battery. However, the SPCCE is so
compact and robust that the ambient air almost cannot penetrate
into the battery, and thus the Li electrodes and electrolyte of the
Please cite this article as: Y. Shi et al., Design of multifunctional interfaces on
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corresponding cell are relatively stable (Fig. S5b). Because of the
above fact, the voltage profiles of the SPCCE-based cell are very
stable and its corresponding discharge/charge overpotentials are
always around 0.10 V during 10,000min, while the battery using
LE can only normally work for about 500 min and its voltage
polarization even can reach >0.84 Vafter 12 cycles (Fig. 2d and
e). More interestingly, the overpotentials of the PMMA-modified
LAGP (PMMA-SPCCE) based symmetric cell are also higher
than these of PVDF-HFP-modified LAGP (SPCCE) based bat-
tery (Fig. S6), suggesting that the PVDF-HFP shows the better
affinity towards metallic Li compared with the PMMA. Addi-
tionally, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
profiles of the SPCCE or LE-based symmetric cells at different
cycles are also investigated (Fig. 2f and Tab. S1). Before cycling,
the interface resistances (IRs) of the SPCCE or LE-containing
batteries are 232.9 and 262.2U, respectively. After 20 cycles, the
IR of the cell with SPCCE can maintain around 195.0 U, but the
IR of the battery using LE obviously increases to 484.1 U, sug-
gesting that SPCCE can inhibit the uncontrollable dendrite Li
growth and the rapidly air-attacking over cycling. These results
demonstrate that PVDF-HFP/LAGP composite layer is benefi-
cial to Li plating/stripping behavior in the ambient air. The
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) profiles of DSCCE and LE-
based commercial separator present that the basic framework of
DSCCE can be retained even at high-temperature, but the LE-
dippedmembrane is almost completely gone at ~500 �C,which is
in agreement with the combustion experiments (Fig. 2g and S7).
These imply the high safety and excellent heat stability of
DSCCE. Fig. 2h shows that the ionic conductivity of DSCCE can
reach 0.30 mS cm�1, which is very close to that of LE
(0.71 mS cm�1, the ionic conductivity test is summarized in the
experimental section of supporting information). The linear
sweep voltammogram (LSV) profiles of theDSCCEandLEwere
also conducted to verify their electrochemical stability (Fig. 2i).
The DSCCE composite electrolyte displays a wide electro-
chemical window above 5.0 V, which is much higher than that of
LE. Moreover, the leakage test of the DSCCE and LE-dipped
commercial separator further confirm that the DSCCE film can
effectively address the leaking problem that usually occurs inLE-
based Li batteries (Fig. S8). The collective results presented
above indicate that the implementation of differentiating bilateral
coatings on LAGP makes it an ideal electrolyte for Li–air
batteries.

To further verify the advantage of the differentiating sur-
face-modified ceramic, the Li–air batteries were assembled by
using a carbon nanotube (CNT)-based cathode coupled with a
Li metal anode in DSCCE or LE electrolyte (Fig. 3a, all these
Li–air cells are operated in ambient air). Fig. 3b gives the
voltage profiles of the DSCCE or LE-based Li–air cells under
full discharge/charge conditions at 500 mA g�1. As shown in
Fig. 3b, the initial specific capacity of the Li–air battery using
DSCCE is 11,836 mA h g�1 at 500 mA g�1 which is higher
than LE-based cell (10,035 mA h g�1) and several previously
reported solid-state Li-air cells (Fig. 3g and Tab. S2). Addi-
tionally, the coulombic efficiency (CE) of DSCCE-based cell
(~94.0%) is also higher than that of LE-based battery
(~91.4%), while its average discharge/charge overpotential is
ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green



Fig. 2. Penetration test of the (a) Celegard membrane and (b) DSCCE film in the LiTFSI/TEGDME electrolyte with soluble I3
� (color indicator); (c) FT-IR spectra

of the pristine and reacted PMMA (treated with KO2 þ18-crown-6 in TEGDME for 24 h); (d) Continuous discharge/charge curves and (e) enlarged voltage profiles

at 11-13th cycles of the SPCCE or LE based symmetric cells at 0.3 mA cm�2 with the limited capacity of 0.1 mAh cm�2 with the existence of ambient air; (f) EIS

plots of the symmetrical batteries using SPCCE or LE exposed to air at different cycles (the detailed structure of these symmetrical cells is shown in supporting

information); (g) TGA of DSCCE film and Celegard membrane dipped with LE, (h) Nyquist plots (in the stainless steel (SS)/electrolyte/SS cell structure) and (i)

LSV profiles (in the SS/electrolyte/Li battery structure) of DSCCE and LE.
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~1.45 V that is also obviously lower than the cell utilizing LE
(~1.86 V). Moreover, the rate capabilities of the Li–air bat-
teries using DSCCE or LE were also studied (Fig. 3c and S9-
10). It can be seen that the discharge capacity retention rates of
the cells utilizing DSCCE at 500 and 1000 mA g�1 are as high
as 85.8 and 68.2% (based the capacity at 250 mA g�1), while
the capacity retention percentages of LE-based batteries are
only 67.0 and 39.6%, respectively. These results indicate that
DSCCE can effectively improve the capacity and rate per-
formances of Li–air batteries. Moreover, the continuous
discharge/charge measurements at fixed capacity for the
DSCCE or LE based Li–air batteries were also carried out to
evaluate their cycling stability. The Li–air cell using LE only
normally works for <40 cycles and its charge terminal volt-
ages rapidly increase to 5 V when cycled at 750 mA g�1 with
Please cite this article as: Y. Shi et al., Design of multifunctional interfaces on
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the limited capacity of 750 mAh g�1 (Fig. 3d). Nevertheless,
the DSCCE-based cell can stably operate for ~300 cycles,
which is much better than LE-containing battery and recently
reported polymer/solid-state Li–air cells (Fig. 3e and h and
Tab. S2). Especially, the average discharge/charge over-
potentials of the Li–air cell using DSCCE (~1.94 V) are lower
compared with the cell utilizing LE (~2.47 V) over cycling
(Fig. 3f), which indicate that the combination of LiI redox
mediator and compact solid electrolyte film can effectively
reduce the charge polarizations and also enhance the cycling
performance of the Li-air batteries. Even at the higher
discharge/charge depth (with the limited capacity of
1500 mAh g�1), the Li–air battery with DSCCE can still
display the relatively stable discharge/charge curves over 100
cycles (Fig. 3i and S11). These results have further
ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green



Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the detailed composition for the Li–air battery using DSCCE or LE in ambient air; (b) Discharge/charge profiles at 500 mA g�1 and (c)

capacity retention rates at different currents of the DSCCE or LE based Li–air full cells under full discharge/charge conditions; Voltage curves at various cycles of

the Li–air batteries using (d) LE or (e) DSCCE at 750 mA g�1 with capacity of 750 mAh g�1, and (f) their corresponding terminal voltages over the discharge/

charge process; Comparison of (g) discharge capacities and (h) cycling life of the DSCCE based Li–air cells with the recently reported solid-state Li–O2 batteries

(Ref. 1–15 has been given in the references of Supporting Information (corresponding to ref. S1-15)); (i) Cycling performance of the DSCCE based Li–air cell at

750 mA g�1 with the higher fixed capacity of 1500 mAh g�1; (l) Raman spectra of the discharged and recharged cathodes in DSCCE-based Li–air cells; (m)

Charge profile and (n) corresponding in-situ DEMS data of the DSCCE-based Li–air battery at the constant current of 0.3 mA cm�2 with the fixed capacity of

0.6 mAh cm�2.
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Fig. 4. The time-resolved surface evolution of Li anodes that are stored in the home-made testing bottles sealed with (a) LE-dipped Celegard or (b) DSCCE

membranes; Surface SEM images of the cycled Li anodes in Li–air batteries using (c) LE or (d) DSCCE; (e) XRD patterns of the Li metal electrodes in LE or

DSCCE based Li–air cells after 30 cycles; (f, g) TOF-SIMs depth profiles and (h, i) 3D reconstruction images corresponding to the SIMS intensity varying with the

etching depth of some typical chemical ions for the cycled Li derived from the Li–air cells using (f, h) LE or (g, i) DSCCE.
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demonstrated that LiI-PMMA coating layer can effectively
enhance the battery reversibility. The Raman data shown in
Fig. 3l present that an obvious peak at ~790 cm�1 assigned to
Li2O2 and a weak band at around 1090 cm�1 attributed to
Li2CO3/LiOH can be observed after discharge which indicate
that the main discharge product is Li2O2 which is accompa-
nied by Li2CO3/LiOH in this battery. Furthermore, all these
Please cite this article as: Y. Shi et al., Design of multifunctional interfaces on

Energy & Environment, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gee.2024.02.010
peaks are disappeared on the recharged cathode. To further
clarify the gas products overcharge, the homemade DSCCE-
based Li–air battery was detected by the in situ differential
electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS) technology
(Fig. 3m and n). As shown in Fig. 3m, the average charge
potential of this DSCCE-based Li-air cell is below 4.0 V at
0.3 mA cm�2 with the limited capacity of 0.6 mAh cm�2,
ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green
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further confirming the important roles of the multi-functional
DSCCE in Li-air cells. Moreover, it can be found from Fig. 3n
that its main gas product is O2 over charging, which is
accompanied by a small amount of CO2 that may be derived
from Li2CO3 induced by the ambient air or electrolyte-related
side reactions. Moreover, the ex-situ SEM images of the air
cathodes at different stages show that the spherical products
are formed around the CNTs after discharge and then vanish
during the following charge process (Fig. S12). These solid
proofs suggest that the good electrolyte–electrode contacts
(PMMAjair cathode and PVDF-HFPjLi anode), high oxidative
stability of PMMA, good compatibility towards Li of PVDF-
HFP and RM role of LiI in the DSCCE can effectively
improve the reversibility of the Li–air battery.

To better understand the superior electrochemical proper-
ties of the DSCCE-based Li–air cells in ambient air, a series of
characterizations were conducted. Fig. 4a and b presents the
protective effects of the DSCCE and LE-dipped commercial
separator on Li anodes in ambient air. The Li film that are
stored in the DSCCE-sealed bottle can keep its originally
metal luster over 48 h resting, but the surface color of the
metallic Li rapidly turned black after only 2 h and eventually
changed into white within 12 h aging (Fig. 4a and b). These
results indicate that the DSCCE film is so compact that it can
obviously inhibit the air-attacking on Li anodes. The Li anodes
in the Li–air cells with DSCCE or LE after cycling are also
systemically investigated to verify the advantages of DSCCE.
Firstly, the SEM images of the cycled Li anodes protected by
DSCCE or LE in Li–air batteries are given in Fig. 4c and d. As
shown in Fig. 4c, the cycled Li anode in LE-based battery
display the very rough surface with many apparent cracks,
indicating that metallic Li anode is seriously corroded and
many dead Li metals separated from the Li electrode bulk are
formed during cycling. On the contrast, the Li electrode after
30 cycles in the DSCCE-based cell still exhibits the relatively
flat and compact surface which is very different from the
cycled Li anode in LE-based battery (Fig. 4d). Additionally,
the XRD patterns shown in Fig. 4e suggest that there is a broad
peak at ~20� and several typical bands located at around 36�,
52� and 65� in both Li anodes cycled in the LE or DSCCE
containing Li–air cells, which are assigned to the sealing
membrane (Fig. S13) and metallic Li (JCPDS 15-0401),
respectively. In addition to the above peaks, the LiOH phase
can be also apparently observed in the XRD patterns of the
cycled Li of the LE-based Li–air cell, but the corresponding
LiOH peaks are almost negligible in the cycled Li of the
battery using DSCCE. The Time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) measurements are also carried out
to detect the surface evolution of Li anodes in Li–air batteries
using DSCCE or LE over cycling (Fig. 4f–i). It is well known
that the decomposition of organic solvent/Li salt and the
attacking of O2

� on the Li anodes during cycling can generate
a lot of side products, such as F, O or Li-containing species. It
can be seen from the SIMS depth curves and corresponding
3D reconstruction images shown in Fig. 4f and h that the
contents of O2

�, F� and LiF� on the surface of the cycled Li
electrode are relatively stable over the whole sputtering
Please cite this article as: Y. Shi et al., Design of multifunctional interfaces on
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process. However, it should be noted that the signal of F� in
Fig. 4f is so strong that exceeded the detection limit of a de-
vice [53]. Hence, the F2

� species are also analyzed by the
TOF-SIMS technology since both F� and F2

� species can
represent the variation trend of F elements in the surface
passivation layer. The concentration change of F2

� is similar
to these of O2

� and LiF� ions on the reacted Li anode in LE-
based cells (Fig. S14). These indicate that the surface
passivation layer is very thick and the corresponding side re-
actions are serious on the cycled Li anode of the Li–air cell
using LE over cycling. In contrast, all the signals of O2

�, F�

(or F2
�) and LiF� from the cycled Li electrode in DSCCE-

based battery show a decreasing trend with the rise of sput-
tering time (Fig. 4g and i). Additionally, all the surface con-
tents of these ions on the cycled Li anode of the DSCCE-based
Li–air battery are obviously lower than these of corresponding
ions on the cycled Li electrode of the LE-based Li–air cell.
Moreover, the content of Li� from the cycled Li electrode of
the DSCCE-based Li–air battery significantly rise as the
etching time increases, which is much higher than that on
anode in LE-based Li–air cell (Fig. 4f–i). These phenomena
demonstrate that the compact and uniform DSCCE composite
layer can effectively inhibit the side reactions on Li anode
during cycling. In total, for DSCCE, the LiI-containing
PMMA modified layer can greatly inhibit O2

�-induced side
reactions and also reduce charge overpotentials. Moreover, the
PVDF-HFP modification layer can show the excellent affinity
towards metallic Li and obviously reduce the interface resis-
tance between LAGP and Li anode. Therefore, DSCCE can
effectively promote the electrochemical performance of Li-air
batteries.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the PMMA-based layer with LiI redox medi-
ator and the PVDF-HFP-based coating were fabricated on the
LAGP pellet through the UV treatment as the cathode- and
anode-friendly interfaces for Li–air batteries, respectively. The
robust and compact ceramic/polymer layer can effectively
suppress the infinite dendritic Li growth/electrode dimension
change and also prevent Li anode from air or I-based species
attacking. In addition, the anti-oxidative PMMA-based coating
greatly reduce the O2

� induced side reactions, while the
PVDF-HFP-based layer obviously reduce the interface
impedance between LAGP and anode. Moreover, the LiI ad-
ditives can act as the redox mediator (RM) to realize the small
charge potential polarization and the high ionic conductivity
of the composite electrolyte also is beneficial to the electro-
chemical reactions in batteries. When operated at full
discharge/charge condition, the Li–air cells using DSCCE
display the extra-high capacity of 11,836 mA h g�1 at
500 mA g�1 with low average overpotentials of 1.45 V, su-
perior capacity retention (the discharge capacity at
1000 mA g�1 is as high as 68.2 % of the capacity at
250 mA g�1). When working under the limited capacity of
750 mAh g�1, the DSCCE based Li–air battery shows the
ultra-long cycling life (~300 cycles at 750 mA g�1), which is
ceramic solid electrolytes for high-performance lithium-air batteries, Green
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much better than the LE-based cells (normally operate for <40
cycles). Even under the deeper limited capacity
(1500 mAh g�1), the corresponding cell using DSCCE still
presents the superior cycling stability (100 cycles). The new
DSCCE with typical three-tier structure pave the new way for
the development of the composite electrolytes that are crucial
for the high-performance Li–air batteries.
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